Celebrating A World of Stories

Write a myth or legend or re-imagine a traditional tale

Explore our British myths and legends

Choose a country and celebrate their culture and stories

Enjoy traditional music, art work, craft making sessions

Invite members of your local community to tell their stories

Hold a Story telling session, wearing traditional dress

What ‘ingredients’ make a good story?

Make a list of food stories!

Look at Food in Stories!

Identify how stories are shared across cultures,

Explore silk routes and the patterns of shared stories

Discover repeated themes and characters

Create a world map showing how stories have travelled

Discover and enjoy translated stories

Make your own list of recommendations

Share stories, poems, myths and legends from around the world

Golden Stories
Find and enjoy stories with a golden theme – make a list!

Create passports for children’s reading; add a stamp for every book they read from a different land

Explore some special recipes and prepare and share food from your chosen country
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